- FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE -

MI6 CONFIDENTIAL – SYD CAIN SIGNED AUTOBIOGRAPHY
THE RARE AUTOBIOGRAPHY IS AVAILABLE AGAIN IN LIMITED NUMBERS

(London, UK, November 27th 2013) MI6 Confidential, has taken possession of a limited number of signed copies of the autobiography of Production Designer Syd Cain.

‘Not Forgetting James Bond’ is the autobiography of Syd Cain, one of cinema’s most highly acclaimed Production Designers and Art Directors. This is a mesmerising volume filled with humour, drama and exotic travel, and never before told accolades about the legendary people Syd worked with during his 57 years in the film industry.


This book has been unavailable for several years, but MI6 has secured a batch of original first edition hardbacks signed by the late Syd Cain in 2002. He passed away in 2011 at the age of 93.

The rare autobiography is a hard-to-come-by classic, and is signed by the late legendary production designer, shipping today for £60 + P&P from www.sydcain.com.
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